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The electrical transmission of a series of oligo(p-phenylene) dithiolate (PDT) wires coupled with gold electrodes
is investigated using a Green function method combined with a hybrid density functional method. To investigate
how the nonplanarity of theπ-backbone affects the electrical transmission, two types of PDT wires with
planar and nonplanar forms are compared. The exponential decay of conductance at the Fermi level,G(EF)
) G0 exp(-γL), is observed for both forms. The damping factors,γ’s, for the planar and nonplanar PDT
wires are 0.165 and 0.256 Å-1, respectively, these values being comparable with experimental data for analogous
oligophenylene wires. A possible reason for the slower decay in the planar PDT wires is analyzed in terms
of molecular orbitals.

Introduction

The development of nanotechnology enables us to manipulate
nanosized molecules.1-3 Molecules can be used as active
components of electronic devices such as rectifiers and switches.
Since understanding the electron transport through single
molecules is essential toward molecular electronics, the electrical
conduction through molecules has been experimentally measured
using mechanically controllable break junction,4-6 scanning
tunneling microscopy,7 and atomic force microscopy8-10 tech-
niques. Parallel to experiments, theoretical studies on quantum
transport through atomic and molecular wires have been
performed.11-29 It is important to take the electronic structure
of molecules in junctions into account in order to increase our
understanding of quantum transport.

Oligo(p-phenylene) dithiolate (PDT), S-(C6H4)n-S, is con-
sidered as a typical molecular wire. The electronic transport
through benzene 1,4-dithiolate (BDT,n ) 1) has been exten-
sively investigated using various methods based on the Green
function method.17-26 Recently, density functional theory (DFT)
is applied for the calculation of the transmission function of
BDT coupled with gold electrodes within the framework of the
Green function method.21-26 Although some studies addressed
the conductance properties of longer PDT wires from extended
Hückel calculations,17,27 the conductance of these long wires
has not quantitatively been investigated with DFT.

In the present study, we investigate the quantum transport
through a series of PDT wires shown in Figure 1 using a Green
function method combined with a hybrid DFT method. A main
purpose of this study is to shed new light on nonplanarity effects
of the π-backbone on the conductance of the longer PDT
systems. We first apply the method described below to the
calculation of the electrical transmission through the BDT
molecule to give a reasonable transmission function. We further
study the electronic transport through the longer oligo(p-
phenylene) dithiolate wires with planar and nonplanar forms.
Previous studies28,29 indicate that the magnitudes of the molec-
ular orbital (MO) coefficients and the orbital phases, especially
those of the highest occupied MO (HOMO) and the lowest

unoccupied MO (LUMO), are important guidelines for under-
standing quantum transport properties of molecular wires. We
see that the relationship between the HOMO and the conduc-
tance illuminates the importance of planarity for the effective
quantum transport.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe
the theoretical model and theoretical background in the next
section. We give the method of choice in Computational Method
and the transmission spectra for the PDT wires and some
discussions in Results and Discussion. Finally, we end this
manuscript by summarizing the results in Concluding Remarks.

Theoretical Background

A molecular junction is divided into three parts: left electrode
(ML), molecule (insulator, I), and right electrode (MR) (MIM
junction). Although in previous studies we took only the nearest-
neighbor interaction between M and I into account,28,29multiple
sites should be considered for more quantitative discussion. The
extension to a multipath model shown in Figure 2 is straight-
forward. The retarded and advanced Green functions in the
molecular part in this model are written as eq 1:
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Figure 1. Oligo(p-phenylene) dithiolate (PDT) wires.
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where the self-energy matrix elements for the left and right
electrodes are

and

respectively.gL
R/A andgR

R/A are the Green functions of the left
and right electrodes uncoupled with the molecule, respectively,
and G(0)R/A is the zeroth-order Green function. The matrix
elements ofG(0)R/A are written as eq 4 on the basis of the MO
scheme:30

whereCmR is themth MO coefficient in atomic orbital (AO)R,
εm is the mth MO energy of the molecule, andη is an
infinitesimal constant. The self-energy matrices in this model
are written in the block-diagonal form, as shown in

In the matrix form, eq 1 is rewritten as

and the Green function matrices for the molecular part of the
MIM junction are given as

whereI is the unit matrix. Using the Green function and self-
energy matrices, the transmission functions are calculated
through the following expression:31

where Tr denotes the trace over all of the sites and whereΓL(E)
and ΓR(E) correspond to i[ΣL

R(E) - ΣL
A(E)] and i[ΣR

R(E) -
ΣR

A(E)], respectively.

Computational Method

We considered the electrical transmission through the oligo-
(p-phenylene) dithiolate (PDTn, n ) 1-5) wires in Figure 1
and the wire-length dependence of the conductance of these.
We calculated the electronic structures of the PDT molecules
with one additional gold atom on both sides of the sulfur atoms
to ensure the lineup of the molecular levels relative to the Fermi
level of the electrodes.32 We used the B3LYP method33,34with
the LANL2DZ basis set35,36 for geometry optimizations and
vibrational analyses on the Gaussian 98 code.37 Then the Green
function matrix elements of the molecules were obtained from
eq 7 from MO coefficients and orbital energies calculated at
the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory. We took only the AOs
of the sulfur atoms into account as interacting sites. Since each
sulfur atom has eight split valence AOs, the dimension of the
Green function matrices is 16. The reduction of the dimension
of the Green function means that this computation is performed
in a non-self-consistent treatment.

In the calculation of the Green function of the molecular part,
it is necessary to obtain the self-energy matrix. We treated the
self-energy matrices as adjustable parameters and obtained them
as follows. The Green function of electrodes and hopping matrix
elements are necessary in obtaining the self-energy matrix. We
adopted the hopping integrals between the AOs of the gold
and sulfur atoms as the molecule-electrode coupling elements
in τ’s. The extended Hu¨ckel method38 implemented in the
YAeHMOP package39 was used to estimate the hopping matrix
elements. In the extended Hu¨ckel calculation of a small cluster
composed of a sulfur and three gold atoms, the nearest Au-
Au distances and the Au-S bond lengths were set to be 2.88
Å, the value for bulk gold, and 2.40 Å, an optimized Au-S
bond length at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory, respec-
tively. We then multiplied the matrix elements by a scaling
factor of 0.25. The Green function of Au(111) surface was
calculated from the decimation technique40,41 with the Slater-
Koster two-center parameters.42,43For simplicity, we took only
the diagonal elements of the Green functions of the electrodes
into account. Taking small charge transfer between the mol-
ecules and the gold atom (less than 0.06e) into consideration,32

the position of the Fermi level of the gold electrodes was fixed
to be-5.31 eV, the work function of Au(111).44

We obtained reasonable transmission spectra for the BDT
wire and other PDT wires using the present computational
method. As shown below, computed dumping factors for the
PDT system are comparable with experimental and other
theoretical values. Furthermore, we applied the present com-
putational procedure to another molecular wire and obtained a
reasonable result.45 The present computational scheme is useful
for understanding quantum transport from the viewpoint of MOs.

Results and Discussion

Optimized Geometries of Molecular Wires.Let us consider
three conformations in Figure 3 (P1, X1, and X2), in which the
two gold atoms of P1 and X1 are located out of the benzene
plane while X2 is planar. We optimized these three conforma-
tions at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory underCi (for P1
and X1) andC2h (for X2) symmetry. We found P1 to be 0.05

Figure 2. (a) Schematic representation of an MIM junction. The dashed
lines represent the boundaries between electrodes and a molecule, and
the shaded circles are contact points. ElementsτaR indicate the hopping
integrals between “sitea” of a molecule and the “siteR” of an electrode.
(b) Eight valence orbitals of each sulfur atom are included as sites in
the molecular part.
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and 6.02 kcal/mol more stable than X1 and X2, respectively.
The energy difference between P1 and X2 is in good agreement
with 5.75 kcal/mol obtained at the B3PW91/LANL2DZ level
of theory.23 We adopted the P1 conformation for all the PDT
molecules. We also performed geometry optimizations for a
BDT cluster with the equilateral triangles composed of gold
atoms on both end sulfur atoms at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level
of theory, where we set the Au-Au bond lengths to be 2.88 Å
and each sulfur atom is adsorbed on the hollow site. We
confirmed from the calculations that the size of the gold clusters
does not significantly change the molecular geometry of BDT.

To investigate nonplanarity effects on the transmission, we
considered two types of molecular geometries; in one all the
benzene rings of the molecules are on a plane (Pn, n ) 2-5)
and in the other each benzene ring is twisted out of neighboring
rings (NPn). Figures 4 and 5 show optimized geometries of Pn
and NPn at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory, respectively.
For all the PDT molecules, computed Au-S lengths, C-S

lengths, and C-S-Au angles are nearly 2.40 Å, 1.84 Å, and
103°, respectively. The nonplanar forms are energetically more
stable than the planar ones because the nonplanar forms can
reduce the H-H contacts between neighboring benzene rings.
The Pn geometries are not in local minima; there are two, three,
three, and four imaginary vibrational modes in P2, P3, P4, and
P5, respectively, whereas the NPn geometries are in local
minima with no imaginary vibrational mode. The energy
differences between Pn and NPn are 1.12 kcal/mol inn ) 2,
2.08 in n ) 3, 3.01 inn ) 4, and 3.92 inn ) 5; that is, the
relaxation energy is about 1 kcal/mol per interaction.

Transmission Function of the Benzene 1,4-Dithiolate
(BDT) Wire. First, we apply the present method to the
molecular junction of BDT coupled with gold electrodes to look
at the reliability of the computational procedure. Figure 6 shows
a computed transmission function and some MOs of BDT with
the P1 conformation. Interesting features obtained are sum-
marized as follows: (1) there is a sharp peak about 2 eV above
the Fermi level, and (2) several peaks are broadened below the
Fermi level. The present transmission function is similar to those
obtained with different methods in previous studies.23,25

We see that the MOs of the extended molecule lie in the
transmission peak positions. This feature is reasonable consider-
ing that the denominator of eq 4 is small near the MO levels.
As a result, the zeroth-order Green function elements get large
in the vicinity of the MO levels, leading to some remarkable
peaks in the transmission function. The magnitude of MO
coefficients in the contact region between the molecule and the
electrode is also important for the large peaks of the transmission
function because large MO coefficients lead to large Green
function elements (see eq 4). Taking these points into account,
we can rationalize the essential features of the transmission

Figure 3. Extended molecules of benzene 1,4-dithiolate with different
conformations of gold atoms. Bond lengths (plain) and bond angles
(italic) are in angstroms and degrees, respectively.

Figure 4. Optimized geometries of Pn (n ) 1-5) at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory. Bond lengths (plain) and bond angles (italic) are in
angstroms and degrees, respectively.
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function in terms of MOs. The HOMO and LUMO (MOs a
and b in Figure 6) are delocalized with large MO coefficients
on the sulfur atoms, so the transmission is significantly increased
in the vicinity of the HOMO and LUMO. MOs c and d are
close in energy, but their contribution to the electrical conduction
is different. MO c has large MO coefficients on the sulfur and
gold atoms as well as the HOMO and LUMO, and it contributes
to the transmission. However, MO d is localized on the benzene
ring, and therefore, this orbital does not significantly participate
in the transmission. The transmission around-3.6 eV is small
because the MOs in this energy region, e.g., MO e, are mainly
localized on the two gold atoms.

Transmission Spectra of the Longer Oligo(p-phenylene)
Dithiolate (PDT) Wires. Let us next look at the conductance
of the planar (Pn) and nonplanar (NPn) wires. Figure 7 shows
computed transmission spectra of the Pn and NPn (n ) 1-5)
wires. The conductance in the vicinity of the Fermi level is
smaller in longer wires except in the P1 wire. Table 1 lists the
transmission at the Fermi level. TheT(EF) value of P1 (3.78×
10-3) is smaller than those of P2 (7.67× 10-3) and NP2 (4.39
× 10-3). This unusual behavior of P1 is reasonable in view of
the HOMOs and LUMOs of PDTs. One can obtain a large
transmission function when the product of the MO expansion
coefficients on the two atoms connected to electrodes in the
HOMO is different in sign from that in the LUMO.27 However,
the MO coefficients on the two sulfur atoms are the same in

sign between the HOMO and LUMO of P1 (see Figure 6), so
its T(EF) is small. In contrast, the HOMO and LUMO of P2
satisfy the necessary condition of MO coefficients for large
transmission, as shown in Figure 8, and therefore, the transmis-
sion function is large (the HOMO and LUMO of NP2 are almost
identical to those of P2). The values for the longer wires decay
with an increase in wire length, as expected.

Exponential Decay of Transmission in the PDT Wires.A
special feature of molecular wires is the exponential decay of
conductance. The conductance of molecular wires at low bias
voltage is suggested to exponentially decay with an increase in
wire lengthL,27

whereγ is the damping factor andG0 is the contact conductance.
The γ value is characteristic of molecular wires themselves,
and the magnitude ofG0 depends on the adsorption site of wire
ends. The exponential decay of conductance has been theoreti-
cally investigated and discussed also in refs 46-48. In the
present study, we considered the decay of conductance for the
PDT system from the viewpoint of MOs. Figure 9 shows the
wire-length dependence of the transmission as a function ofL,
where we defineL as the distance between the two sulfur atoms.
We estimated from the slopes of the lines the damping factors
to be 0.165 and 0.256 Å-1 for the Pn and NPn wires,

Figure 5. Optimized geometries of NPn (n ) 2-5) at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ of theory. Bond lengths (plain) and bond angles (italic) are in
angstroms and degrees, respectively.

G ) G0 e-γL (9)
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respectively, these values being in agreement with a theoretical
value of 0.281 Å-1 for the PDT wires obtained by Magoga and
Joachim.27 In experimental studies an exponential increase of
resistance,R ) R0 exp(âL), was observed in the alkanethiols
and oligophenyl self-assembled monolayers (SAMs),7,9,10 the
â values for the oligophenylene SAMs being 0.35-0.5 Å-1.9,10

Kaun et al.49 obtained values of 0.4-0.51 Å-1 using a DFT-
based Green function method. Quantityâ is essentially identical
to the damping factorγ.17 Thus, theγ values of the PDT wires
obtained in the present study are consistent with these theoretical
and experimental observations.

Table 1 lists computed values ofT(EF, NPn)/T(EF, Pn); the
ratios for PDT2, PDT3, PDT4, and PDT5 are 0.572, 0.481,
0.295, and 0.178, respectively, which clearly demonstrates that
planarity of theπ-backbone plays an important role in the
quantum transport through longer wires. This feature has a good
correlation with the energies of the HOMOs listed in Table 2.
The Fermi level of the gold electrodes (-5.31 eV) lies between
the HOMOs and LUMOs of all the PDT wires, so one can

expect that both of them should play a role. However, the role
of the HOMOs is dominant in the transmission at the Fermi
level because the energies of the HOMOs are near the Fermi
level in comparison with the LUMOs. Although the LUMOs

Figure 6. Calculated transmission function and some MOs of BDT
(P1 conformation). The transmission is expressed using a log scale (red
line) and a linear scale (green line), and blue dots represent the
molecular orbital levels (in eV). The Fermi energy of gold is set to
zero. MOs a and b are the HOMO and LUMO, respectively.

TABLE 1: Transmission of the PDT Wires at the Femi
Level

wire T(EF) (planar) T(EF) (nonplanar) nonplanar/planar

PDT1 3.78× 10-3

PDT2 7.67× 10-3 4.39× 10-3 0.572
PDT3 2.89× 10-3 1.39× 10-3 0.481
PDT4 1.66× 10-3 4.89× 10-4 0.295
PDT5 8.43× 10-4 1.50× 10-4 0.178

Figure 7. Transmission functions of the PDT wires with (a) planar
and (b) nonplanar geometries. The Fermi energy of the gold electrode
is set to zero.

Figure 8. The HOMO and LUMO of the P2 wire.

Figure 9. Wire-length dependence of the transmission of the PDT
wires. The wire length,L, is defined as the length between the two
sulfur atoms. Solid circles and solid squares indicate the transmission
of the planar and the nonplanar PDT wires at the Fermi level of
electrodes.
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remain unchanged in the planar and nonplanar forms, the
HOMOs are stabilized in energy and apart from the Fermi level
of the gold electrodes in the nonplanar forms. The difference
of the HOMO energies in the planar and nonplanar forms
increases with an increase in chain length. Therefore, we expect
from eq 4 that a large HOMO- EF energy difference will lead
to a small Green function. The significant decrease in conduc-
tance of the nonplanar forms is due to the stabilization of the
HOMOs of the nonplanar forms.

Concluding Remarks

We have investigated the electrical transmission of some
oligo(p-phenylene) dithiolate wires coupled with gold electrodes
using a Green function method, which is combined with the
hybrid density functional method, B3LYP. It provides a
reasonable transmission spectrum for the benzene 1,4-dithiolate
(BDT) wire. We have also calculated the transmission functions
of the longer oligo(p-phenylene) dithiolate (PDT) wires with
planar and nonplanar forms to look at nonplanarity effects on
the electrical transmission through theπ-conjugated systems.
The conductance (transmission) at the Fermi level exponentially
decays with an increase in wire length [G ) G0 exp(-γL)]; the
decay is slower in the planar forms than in the nonplanar ones.
The damping factors,γ’s, for the planar and nonplanar PDT
wires are 0.165 and 0.256 Å-1, respectively. These values are
comparable with those obtained by other theoretical groups and
experimental data for analogous oligophenylene molecules. It
is useful to see the HOMOs to understand the calculated results;
the location of the HOMOs relative to the Fermi level of the
electrodes is an important factor in the difference of the damping
factor. Planarity (π-conjugation) is important for effective
quantum transport especially in long molecular wires that consist
of aromatic rings.
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